Dear Parent or Caregiver,

Language Perfect is an online language vocabulary tool that Fairhills High School has integrated into its language curriculum this year.

**This year students have answered 300,000 questions on Language Perfect.**

The Languages Department will be continuing with Language Perfect in 2015 at $25 per student. Language Perfect will be used as an in-class and homework tool, and there will also be different competitions to participate in throughout the year.

All language students will require an account in 2015 and this can only be purchased through this weblink: [https://start.languageperfect.com/payment-fhs.html](https://start.languageperfect.com/payment-fhs.html)

With such limited class time, Language Perfect enables students to focus in on their vocabulary and grammar learning at home. Students are able to progress at their own level and revise concepts specific to their needs. It also allows the teacher to monitor your child’s progress and pass this feedback on. Teachers are able to set homework tasks and assessments for each student tailored to their learning needs.

If you have any questions about the program or payment please email support@languageperfect.com.

Thank you in advance,

Jessica Winstone
Languages Coordinator
Fairhills High School